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Important Guidelines for Photos 

• Have the photos represent different phases of your child’s life from birth to the present.  The 
photos could reflect the unique activities and interests of your child through the years!!   

 

• Please include a current photo such as a senior picture, if you have one.  Any current photo 
will do!  It does not have to be taken by a professional!  ☺ 

 
• Please number the photos in the order in which you would like them to appear by simply 

renaming each jpg file with your last name and a number.  (For example:  Johnson 01, 
Johnson 02, Johnson 03, Johnson 04, etc.) To do this, right-click on the picture and rename it 
in the box. 

 
• Horizontal photos work best for slide shows so please choose horizontal options if it is at 

all possible!  ☺ 
 

• Be sure to check to see if your photos have adequate resolution.  Open them up in 
whatever you use for a photo viewer on your computer to be sure. Or hover over the picture 
with your mouse and make sure the “dimensions” are at least 500x500.  PLEASE NOTE:  
Screenshots from your phone will NOT Have adequate resolution!  ☺  
 

• Do not crop photos! Please resist the urge to crop the photographs prior to submitting 
them.  In creating the slide show, it helps immensely to have extra space to work with.  (If you 
prefer, feel free to submit your cropped version along with the original to indicate how you would like it to be 
presented!) 

 

• Please e-mail the photos as “jpg” files! To maintain high resolution, email one photo per 
email.  [If you prefer, you could upload and email links via your favorite system for online 
photo storage such as: google photos, dropbox, smugmug, etc.] 
Please note:  If you must provide actual hard copies of your photographs, then please put the name of your 
graduate (first & last) on the back of your photos, and put them in a plastic Ziploc bag for protection.   I will try 
to return the photos in good condition!!  No guarantees!  ☺ 

 

• Be sure to let me know exactly how you would like your child’s name to appear in the 
slideshow!!  (You most likely indicated this on the registration form already! Thank you!)  I will use the 
full name for the graduate [First Middle Last] unless you specify otherwise!   
 

• Please note: Depending on the number of graduates and the quality of photos provided, it is 
possible that some of the photos you provide will not make it into the final cut of the slideshow. 

 

• Please e-mail the information for the Slideshow Tribute to:  

southheightsgraduation@gmail.com  

 

Choose 6 horizontal photographs plus a senior picture of your graduate  
to be included in a slideshow tribute to the graduates and  

please submit them by February 15th 
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